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COLD OPEN
EXT. TOLEDO ROAD - DAY
Jack drives his student driver car. He stops at a red light
and takes a sip of espresso. His window is open. No other
cars are in sight. A bicyclist drives by Jack's car and
throws a slurpee at Jack's face.
JACK
A slurpee? Really? God damn
Toledoans.
The bicyclist stops next to Jack's car. It's Jack's old high
school bully, Greg Miller.
GREG
What's up, Pimple Butt Jack?
JACK
Greg Miller, I should have known.
GREG
It's never too early for a slurpee
in the face, PBJ.
JACK
Don't you have a car?
GREG
I climbed Mount Everest. I didn't
use a car to get up Everest.
JACK
But Everest did take your big toe.
GREG
Plus, this weekend, I'm doing an
obstacle course and winning a jeep.
JACK
Sounds kind of pathetic. How are
you winning a jeep?
GREG
At the Toledo Jeep Festival, PBJ!
INT. A.P. BIOLOGY CLASSROOM - DAY
Jack charges in. All the students are silent.

2.
JACK
Okay, everybody begin to shut up!
Talking time is over! Shut up time
is now!
Jack throws an apple at the garbage can. It hits the wall,
and rolls on the floor. Jack draws on the board.
JACK (CONT’D)
He's back. We took him down once
before and we're taking him down
again.
HEATHER
Who's that, boss?
JACK
Greg Miller.
HEATHER
That 9 toed S.O.B.
JACK
This morning I was sipping my
morning espresso. And then
neanderthal, Greg Miller threw a
slurpee at me. It splattered all
over my favorite sweatpants.
MARCUS
Then why are you not wet?
JACK
Because I keep spare sweatpants in
my car. You know Marcus, I'm
already seeing too much of your
face. Head down.
Marcus puts his head on his desk.
JACK (CONT’D)
That's better. Now let's go over
our new mission.
The first chalkboard drawing is Jack getting splattered with
a slurpee. The second drawing is Greg with an X crossed
through his face. The last drawing is a big jeep and Jack
circles it. He writes above the circle, "Jack's Jeep."
JACK (CONT’D)
This Friday, we are winning me a
jeep.
END OF COLD OPEN

3.
ACT ONE
INT. A.P. BIOLOGY CLASSROOM - MORNING
Jack walks around the classroom.
JACK
Okay, first things, first. Does
anyone know anything about Toledo
Jeep Fest?
The entire class talks with enthusiasm.
JACK (CONT’D)
Whoa! Slow down. Use your hangover
voices. You people actually know
what this Toledo Jeep Fest is?
HEATHER
Yeah, boss, it's a big Ohio deal.
COLIN
My mom and I ride in the Jeep
parade every year.
GRACE
Jeeps are the only vehicles that
matter.
JACK
All right, you guys are getting me
excited for my new keep.
EDUARDO
Can we go Mr. Griffin?
JACK
Yeah, I don't see why not. As long
it helps win me a jeep.
The class gets excited.
JACK (CONT’D)
After all, I need one of you to
take down Greg Miller.
They stop being excited.
SARIKA
You expect one of us to compete
with Greg?
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JACK
Yeah. You think I'm going to beat
him? I'm not in shape, but you all,
you're all young and can afford to
get hurt a little. So who wants to
go against Greg?
Nobody raises their hands.
ANTHONY
Will there be running involved?
JACK
It's an obstacle course so I would
assume so.
ANTHONY
Yeah, no thanks.
JACK
Well, somebody has to race!
MARCUS
Greg climbed Mount Everest and lost
a toe to tell about it. Nobody in
this class can beat him.
JACK
Marcus, what did I say about
keeping your face down on the desk?
MARCUS
I did this all of yesterday.
JACK
Okay, Marcus, go to the Principal's
office.
MARCUS
What did I do?
You exist.

JACK

MARCUS
I can't tell the principal that I'm
there because I exist.
JACK
Then wander around the hallway
until next bell. I don't care. Just
don't be here.
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MARCUS
Can I get a hall pass first?
No!

JACK

Marcus exits into the hallway.
JACK (CONT’D)
Okay, this is what I want everyone
to do so we can figure this out. I
need you all to get on the floor.
The class looks confused.
JACK (CONT’D)
Now! Or you all get F's!
All the students get on the floor.
JACK (CONT’D)
Everybody do as many push-ups as
you possibly can. Let's find out
who can go the longest.
All the students start doing push-ups.
JACK (CONT’D)
I'll be back.
INT. DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER
Jack walks and sees Marcus wander around.
JACK
Why can I still see you?!
Marcus scurries away. Jack passes by Lynette.
JACK (CONT’D)
Good morning, Lynette.
LYNETTE
Morning, Jack. Anything new?
JACK
I'm about to win a giant jeep this
Friday.
LYNETTE
Jeeps are the only vehicles that
matter.
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INT. DURBIN'S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
Jack enters and sees Helen.
HELEN
Oh, there's my favorite Harvard
graduate. And also the only person
I know who went to Harvard.
JACK
Yeah, you're very extroverted,
Helen. Is Ralph in?
HELEN
Not a good time, Jack. Ralph is
having a little crisis.
JACK
What kind of a crisis?
HELEN
They're stripping away his Jeep
King title.
Ralph enters.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Oh, hey Jack.
JACK
Listen, Ralph, I need to take the
kids to the Toledo Jeep Fest on
Friday.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Does this have to do with my final
moments of being Jeep King?
JACK
What's this I hear about a Jeep
King?
Principal Durbin drops his head.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
After winning the crown for three
years straight, I will no longer be
the Jeep King... But it's no
biggie.
HELEN
No biggie? It's a darn tootin'
biggie.
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JACK
Jeep King? I can't see that. I mean
I could maybe see you as the prince
of scooters.
HELEN
Last year, little Curtis Wilson was
Toledo's prince of scooters.
JACK
So why are you losing it?
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
The Toledo Jeep Union decided to
give it to the winner of the
obstacle course this year.
HELEN
Sometimes the TJU really steams my
whistles.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
It's the first obstacle course they
ever had and they won't let me
participate.
JACK
I can't believe how big of a deal
this Jeep Fest is.
HELEN
Everybody knows the Toledo Jeep
Fest. Oh, Jack, you got to watch
the Mud Hens play baseball.
JACK
I don't know what a Mud Hen is and
I have no interest in finding out.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Toledo has been named one of the
top ten Jeep festivals in the
world.
JACK
Jesus. There's more of these
things?
HELEN
Jeeps are the only vehicles that
matter.
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JACK
Okay, great, so the field trip is a
go then. We will see you at the
Toledo Jeep Festival where one of
my students will beat Greg Miller.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
What's this about Greg Miller?
Jack exits.
JACK
Oh, I didn't mention that part.
Bye.
INT. A.P. BIOLOGY CLASSROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Jack comes back to class.
JACK
So did we figure out who's
competing?
HEATHER
We did as many push-ups as we
could, chief, but there's only one
of us who could go the distance.
It's no surprise who that stud was.
JACK
Who's the one?
In the back, several students circle the one student still
doing push-ups. It's Dan Decker.
DAN DECKER
183, 184, 185...
JACK
Dan Decker. My man.
INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - DAY
Marcus looks lost. This hallway is a little sketch.
MARCUS
I've never been down this hallway
before.
Inside one room is Dale, the custodian, cleaning a science
laboratory. Marcus enters.
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MARCUS (CONT’D)
Hey, what classroom is this?
DALE
Oh, it's not a classroom. It used
to be Eugene, the crossing guard's
secret lab, but then he died. So
now, it's just a secret lab.
MARCUS
Really? Could... could I use it?
For what?
Biology.

DALE
MARCUS

DALE
Yeah, I guess so. The door is
usually open. It's not like Eugene
is still doing his experiments.
Just don't go in that cabinet.
He points to a the top cabinet.
MARCUS
I can do that.
INT. FACULTY LOUNGE - AFTERNOON
Stef, Michelle, and Mary drink coffee. Jack smiles as he
researches Jeep Fest on his phone.
STEF
Jack, you look happy. You go to
bang town last night?
JACK
No, but I have a plan in action
that's taking me close to bang
town. You could call it Win City.
MARY
Oh, Win City. That's where
champions are made.
MICHELLE
Yeah, it's the opposite of
Loserville. I lived there for most
of my life.
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MARY
How are you getting to Win City?
JACK
I'm winning a giant jeep this
Friday.
STEF
Oooooh, Jack is winning a giant
jeep.
MARY
No small jeeps for Jack.
MICHELLE
Jack, are you competing in the
obstacle course?
JACK
No. I'm using Dan Decker, one of my
students to beat Greg Miller.
MARY
Look at Harvard Jack using his
teacher brains to get his students
to do things.
MICHELLE
I wish I had that idea.
STEF
Yep. I'm going to have to do that
too. I'll have Scotty Deeks compete
for me. He's finally recovered from
his injury.
What? No!

JACK

MICHELLE
Oh, yeah, I got this girl, Bella
Hashek. She's stronger and smarter
than all the boys in my class
combined.
MARY
Oh, I know a student who I can make
do this too.
JACK
No, no no! This is my idea. You
can't just take my idea.
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STEF
Teacher code, Jack.
JACK
Teacher code. What is teacher code?
MARY
If one teacher can do it, another
teacher can do it too.
STEF
Yep. I've always wanted a giant
jeep ever since the Toledo Jeep
Festival of 2014.
MARY
That was a bomb Jeep Festival. I'll
never forget the things I did in
that Jeep Grand Cherokee.
MICHELLE
Ken and I love his Cherokee.
JACK
Stop this madness right now! The
only person who can win a jeep in
this room is me.
MARY
Sorry, Jack, teacher code.
JACK
This is not teaching. This is
leeching.
STEF
Too late. May the best teacher win
a giant jeep.
END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO
INT. PAYROLL SERVICES OFFICE - DAY
The social media marketer, a lady who is always on Facebook
Live, is on her phone doing just that.
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETER
So I said, you don't have apple
pie? That's the most American pie
of any pie. And they said, the most
American pie was key lime.
According to this pie shop, all the
best pies come from Florida. I tell
you, that's the last time I went to
a Florida pie shop. Now if you want
good Apple pie, you gotta go to
Delaware...
Jack enters and talks to Lynette.
LYNETTE
Hey Jack, how goes the jeep
mission?
JACK
Good. Dan Decker is training today.
Brought him some Slim Fast.
LYNETTE
They still make Slim Fast?
JACK
Found some in my dead mom's
cupboard.
LYNETTE
Hey, how come you didn't ask me?
JACK
Ask you what?
LYNETTE
To compete for the Jeep Gladiator
for you.
You?
Jack laughs.

JACK

13.
JACK (CONT’D)
Come on. I don't know. Do you think
you could beat Greg Miller?
LYNETTE
Yeah, he's only got nine toes.
INT. WHITLOCK HIGH SCHOOL WEIGHT ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Dan Decker is pushing some iron.
Heather peers through the door window and watches him.
HEATHER
Yeah, push that iron. Show that
iron who's boss.
Jack comes up from behind her.
JACK
Heather, You ogling Dan Decker?
HEATHER
Oh, hey, chief. I was just uhm...
yeah, ogling Dan Decker.
JACK
Your secret is safe with me.
HEATHER
Thanks, boss.
Jack enters and walks up to Dan.
JACK
How's that Slim Fast treating you?
DAN DECKER
It kind of tasted old and gross.
JACK
That's Slim Fast for ya. All right,
why don't you run on the treadmill
for 20 minutes, do some chest
presses, but first do that thing
where you pull your body up. What's
that called?
A pull-up.

DAN DECKER
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JACK
Yeah, why don't you give me 100 of
those. I'm gonna sit here and work
on my book.
Jack turns and sees Mary, Stef, and Michelle.
STEF
About time, Jack.
JACK
What is this? A teacher convention
in the weight room?
Stef points to Scotty Deeks and two other kids near them
working out.
MICHELLE
No, we're training our athletes.
JACK
Stupid teacher code.
The doors to the weight room swing open. It's Greg Miller.
GREG
Hello, PBJ.
JACK
Greg, why are you here?
GREG
Scouting out my competition. Rumor
has it Scotty Deeks is competing.
STEF
The boy is on fire when he's not
injured.
MARY
Too bad he's injured most of the
time.
GREG
I heard you got someone competing
for you too, Jack. Are you too
scared to compete against me
yourself?
JACK
No, I could beat you if I wanted
too, but Dan Decker volunteered.
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Did not!

DAN DECKER

JACK
Shut up and give me 50 more pullups!
GREG
What's the matter, Jack, you too
chicken?
JACK
No, I'm not too chicken.
GREG
Bwak. Bwak. Bwak.
JACK
At least I can wear flip flops.
Greg bwaks more. Stef, Mary, and Michelle make Bwak Bwak
chicken noises too.
JACK (CONT’D)
Shut up! None of you are competing
either.
MARY
True, but it's not because we're
chicken.
GREG
Still afraid of me, PBJ? Looks like
some things never change.
JACK
I don't need to take this from a
guy who's missing a toe and three
teachers who stole my idea.
Jack gets up and leaves.
GREG
Whatever you say, PBJ. Bwak Bwak.
INT. UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - DAY
Sarika follows Marcus up a flight of stairs.
SARIKA
Where are you taking me, Marcus?
I've never been in this hallway
before.
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MARCUS
Believe me, the journey is worth
the destination.
INT. SECRET LAB - CONTINUOUS
Marcus shows Sarika the lab.
SARIKA
An empty science lab that no one
knows about. This is almost too
good to be true.
MARCUS
Oh, it's true.
SARIKA
I heard of this place, but I
thought it was a myth.
MARCUS
Yeah, it belonged to the crossing
guard, but he's dead, so it's ours
now. Finally a place where we can
do A.P. Bio.
On the table is a dead frog.
SARIKA
Did you get a dead frog for us?
MARCUS
Yeah, I thought you would want to
dissect it with me.
SARIKA
Oh, Marcus. I would love to dissect
a frog with you. Thank you.
INT. DURBIN'S OFFICE - DAY
Principal Durbin and Helen talk.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
I just can't believe this is how it
ends.
HELEN
Ralph, you'll always be the Jeep
King to my heart.
Greg Miller enters.
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GREG
Well, well, well. There he is. The
ex-Jeep King.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Greg Miller, what are you doing
here?
GREG
I just wanted to see the man was
King meet the man who will be King.
HELEN
Just because you climbed Everest
doesn't mean your worthy of being
Jeep King.
GREG
You know, Durbin. It's too bad the
TJU won't let you compete. I wonder
where they got that idea. Wink
Wink.
HELEN
You monster.
INT. DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAY - DAY
Heather looks at all the pictures of Tom Selleck and other
strong and burly men hung in her locker.
HEATHER
Oh, meat locker, how are my
stallions today?
She looks at her picture of Dan Decker.
HEATHER (CONT’D)
Oh, double d, you were so sweaty
today and I loved every second of
it.
Dan walks up behind her.
DAN
Hey, Heather.
Heather covers the photo with her body. Dan tilts his head.
DAN (CONT’D)
Is that a picture of me in your
locker?
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Heather panics. As he reaches for a better look, she swings
her locker to close it and jams his hand inside.
DAN (CONT’D)
Ow! My good hand!
INT. A.P. BIOLOGY CLASSROOM - THE NEXT DAY
Jack enters. He throws an apple and misses the garbage can.
The entire class is there except Sarika and Marcus.
JACK
Okay, everyone, what time is it?
8:52.

COLIN

JACK
No, it's shut up o'clock! So shut
your mouths and listen. We got to
get Dan ready for the big day
tomorrow.
He looks at the class. They stare at Jack.
JACK (CONT’D)
Why are you all staring at me like
that? Something happen?
Dan raises his good hand. He's now wearing a cast. Jack
marches down the row.
JACK (CONT’D)
What is that?
DAN
This? It's a cast. The nurse said I
have to wear it.
JACK
Are you kidding me? How did this
happen?
Dan looks at Heather. She puts her head down, embarrassed.
DAN
Basketball.
JACK
Basketball?
Yeah.

DAN
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JACK
Basketball doesn't matter. Only
jeeps matter. I can't believe this.
You can't compete in the obstacle
course like that.
Jack paces back and forth.
JACK (CONT’D)
Nobody here was as jeep as Dan
Decker.
Jack takes a breath.
JACK (CONT’D)
Looks like I have to race him
myself.
VICTOR
You can do it, Mr. Griffin.
JACK
Marcus, leave, so I can focus.
COLIN
Marcus isn't here, Mr. Griffin.
Jack notices Sarika and Marcus's seats are empty.
JACK
He's already gone? This is odd.
Why are my two least favorite
students missing?
ANTHONY
Yeah, that is peculiar.
JACK
I can see one missing, that's
called a good day, but both my
least favorite students missing,
now that's suspicious.
COLIN
What do you think they're up to?
JACK
The same thing they're always up
to.
Jack makes a pose like Captain Marvel.
JACK (CONT’D)
Trying to learn biology.
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INT. DURBIN'S OFFICE - DAY
Durbin is on his computer. He looks at pictures of him over
the years being Jeep King. He stares at a picture of him
cutting the ribbon for a new Panera Bread.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Oh, that was some good bread.
In his pictures, Durbin wears a robe and has a Jeep King
crown. He holds a golden scepter. The scepter handle is a the
shape of Jeep Wrangler.
He walks over to a chest and opens it. He says goodbye to his
Jeep King clothes.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN (CONT’D)
Looks like my reign is over.
Principal Durbin cries in his robe.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN (CONT’D)
At least I was king of something.
INT. CAFETERIA - DAY
Dan eats lunch with Devin. Dan sees Heather at another table.
She avoids eye contact.
DAN
Heather's been acting weird ever
since I saw that photo of me.
DEVIN
It's not weird. I'm sure a lot of
students have photos of other
students in their locker.
DAN
What do you think I should do?
I know.

DEVIN

INT. SECRET LAB - DAY
Marcus and Sarika dissect another dead animal carcass.
SARIKA
I'm having so much fun.
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MARCUS
I know. I could do this every day.
SARIKA
We would if we didn't have Mr.
Griffin as a teacher.
The door busts open. It's Jack.
JACK
Well, Well, well...
MARCUS
Mr. Griffin, how did you find us?
JACK
You don't think Durbin told me
about this lab when I started this
job. I drink here sometimes.
Jack opens up the top cabinet full of alcohol.
JACK (CONT’D)
This was Eugene's old liquor
cabinet.
SARIKA
Please, don't take this away from
me. I've learned so much in so
little time.
JACK
I said no biology. And yet you
double cross me. No! All this lab
equipment will be gone tomorrow.
SARIKA
But Mr. Griffin.
JACK
No, this week is all about jeeps
and jeep related things. No bio!
END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE
EXT. TOLEDO JEEP FESTIVAL - DAY
Jack talks to his students before the race.
JACK
So, we all know what to do?
HEATHER
We got you covered, commander.
JACK
Devin, you brought your BB gun?
DEVIN
You know I did.
JACK
Anthony and Victor, you bring the
extra rope?
Yes.

ANTHONY

JACK
Good. Destroy Greg at all costs.
Nobody jeeps me like I jeep people.
VICTOR
Oh, can I use jeep as a verb too?
No!

JACK

Jack looks around and sees several people with dogs.
JACK (CONT’D)
What's with all the dogs?
ANTHONY
It's for the Jeep Fest dog show.
It's the event that follows the
obstacle course.
COLIN
Jeep Fest has everything.
JACK
Okay, stick to the plan. Let's take
down Greg Miller. As for all these
other twerps, I'll beat them hard
with my body.
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Near the start line, Michelle, Mary, and Stef talk to their
kids who are competing for them.
Michelle talks to BELLA, 15, stronger than a bull.
MICHELLE
You better win this, Bella. I don't
care if you get straight A's. I
will give you your first B. Win me
a jeep and you can stay on the
honor roll. Lose and say hello to
the merit roll.
BELLA
No, please, not the merit roll.
Stef talks to Scotty Deeks.
STEF
Okay, promise me, you won't get
hurt.
SCOTTY DEEKS
I promise I won't get hurt.
Mary talks to KYLE, 17.
MARY
Kyle, if you want me to stop making
out with your dad then you win
this. Otherwise, I'm just going to
make out with him even more.
KYLE
I'm gonna win this. It's the only
way to save my parents marriage.
Jack gets to the front of the start line and stretches. Jack
spots Greg and sees Sarika walk up to him.
SARIKA
Mr. Miller, sir.
GREG
Yes, nerdy teenage girl.
SARIKA
I wanted to wish you good luck. My
teacher took something away from me
so I hope you take that jeep away
from him.
GREG
Oh, I'm going to win that jeep.
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SARIKA
You're an inspiration. Please
accept this good luck hug.
Sarika hugs Greg. Jack watches Sarika.
JACK
That traitor.
Lynette then sneaks up behind Jack.
LYNETTE
You ready to race?
JACK
Lynette, what are you doing here?
LYNETTE
I'm here to compete for the Jeep
Gladiator.
Coach Novak stands beside Lynette and sees them.
COACH NOVAK
Hey, Whitlock staff.
JACK
Coach, you're competing too?
COACH NOVAK
Yeah, I can win anything. I'm a gym
teacher.
Greg interrupts them.
GREG
Understand one thing, none of you
losers are winning today.
Principal Durbin talks on a microphone. He wears his Jeep
robe and crown and carries his Jeep scepter.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Hello, ladies and Gentlemen welcome
to the Toledo Jeep Fest obstacle
course brought to you by Jeep.
The crowd cheers.
COLIN
The only vehicles that matter!
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PRINCIPAL DURBIN
I am your reigning Jeep King, Ralph
Durbin. I am proud to say that the
winner of this obstacle course will
be crowned the new Jeep King.
Mixed emotions from the crowd. Some want a new Jeep King.
Some want Ralph to still be Jeep King.
HELEN
You're the only Jeep King that
matters!
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
And they will win a brand new Jeep
Gladiator!
The reveal a black Jeep Gladiator. It's glorious and jeepy.
STEF
Mmmm-Hmmmm. A gladiator. That's
just like me. I gladiate all over
the place.
JACK
Damn, that jeep is spectacular.
GREG
Too bad, it's already mine, PBJ.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
And now racers, get ready...
All the racers line up.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN (CONT’D)
Get set... Jeep it!
Jack, Greg, and the students run. The rest are confused.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN (CONT’D)
That means go!
All the remaining racers run.
Jack and Greg are in the lead.
Scotty Deeks trips on a tree branch and gets hurt.
SCOTTY DEEKS
Ow, I hurt myself.
STEF
You made a promise!
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Scotty Deeks gets up and keeps going.
Jack and Greg reach an obstacle made of ropes. They maneuver
their way through them.
As Greg crawls, Anthony, Colin, and Victor try their best to
tie ropes around Greg's legs and arms.
GREG
Hey, what the hell is this? Kids,
get out of here.
In the meantime, Jack crawls past him.
VICTOR
Can you hold still, sir?
GREG
No, I will not hold still!
ANTHONY
I got one. I tied one on him.
Greg pushes Anthony and Colin out of his way.
ANTHONY (CONT’D)
That was uncalled for.
Greg crawls his way out. There's two ropes that the kids
manage to tie to him.
GREG
Good thing I always carry a pocket
knife. Everest taught me that.
Greg uses his free hand to dig out a knife. Other runners
enter the ropes.
Jack crawls through a tunnel and jumps into a mud puddle.
Greg crawls out of a tunnel then something hits him in the
shoulder.
GREG (CONT’D)
Ah. What the hell?
He turns around and gets hit in the forehead with a BB. Greg
spots Devin in the trees with a BB gun.
GREG (CONT’D)
Are you shooting BBs at me?
Yes.

DEVIN
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Greg shakes the tree with Devin in it. Devin hugs the tree
and the BB gun falls to the ground.
DEVIN (CONT’D)
No! Not my Red Ryder BB gun!
Greg snatches the BB gun and runs back on the path.
Jack runs through some mud.
JACK
I got this. I got this.
Greg runs past other racers. Coach Novak, Scotty Deeks, and
other competitors see Greg with the gun.
SCOTTY DEEKS
Oh, my God. He's got a gun.
They run back towards the start line away from Greg.
GREG
That works out in my favor.
Jack climbs onto a zip line platform and zip lines.
Greg gets to the platform and shoots BB's at Jack.
JACK
Damn it, Devin. Hold onto your gun.
Greg throws the BB gun into the woods and then zip lines.
Jack runs, but Greg catches up.
The next challenge is climbing over a wall. It's a challenge
to Jack but not for Greg. They are neck and neck.
They reach a set of parallel monkey bars. They swing.
Greg is much faster at it, but halfway though, Heather runs
and hugs Greg's legs creating more weight.
I got ya.

HEATHER

GREG
Please, I lost a toe so my body
made up for it with arm strength.
Greg keeps going on the monkey bars. Heather lets go.
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HEATHER
Hurry boss, he's using his toe
power!
Jack dives into a mud puddle. Greg jumps on top of Jack.
GREG
Eat mud, PBJ.
The finish line is in sight. Jack and Greg make a run for it.
There's a police K-9 at the end of the finish line with other
people who have dogs. They all start barking.
JACK
Why are those dogs barking?
The dogs try to break free from their leashes. The police K-9
manages to do just that.
GREG
The dog show isn't for a half hour.
All you dogs shut up!
Jack and Greg see the K-9 speed towards them.
JACK
I think that dog is coming after
you.
GREG
I think he's coming after you.
The dog gets closer to Greg.
GREG (CONT’D)
Nope, it's me.
Greg turns around and the dog bites him on the ass.
GREG (CONT’D)
Ow! Someone get this dog off my
ass.
Jack gets the lead.
JACK
God bless that vicious K-9.
Jack is twelve feet from the finish line.
JACK (CONT’D)
Yes! Yes! Yes!
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Wham! Jack gets tackled to the ground just five feet before
the finish line.
His tackler gets up. She then runs past the finish line and
wins it. Jack looks up. It's Lynette.
LYNETTE
Yes! I won the giant jeep!
Jack crosses the finish line.
LYNETTE (CONT’D)
Jack, remember when you said I
couldn't beat Greg? Proved you
wrong. And now, I have a brand new
Jeep Gladiator.
JACK
But... This was my plan.
LYNETTE
Too bad, So sad, jeeplees Jack.
JACK
I can't believe this.
Victor and other students approach them.
VICTOR
Nice try, Mr. Griffin, but she
outjeeped you.
JACK
Victor, don't use jeep as a verb.
You make it sound wrong.
LYNETTE
I knew if I stayed slightly behind
you, once all the damage was done
to Greg, I could sneak up from
behind and win my jeep.
JACK
That is a pretty brilliant plan.
Principal Durbin approaches Lynette with his crown and
scepter.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
This is it. Hope you're ready to be
Jeep Royalty.

30.
LYNETTE
Looks like you'll still be Jeep
King.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
How do you figure that?
LYNETTE
Because I won so that makes me the
Jeep Queen. And my first order of
Jeep business is to make sure
you're still the Jeep King.
PRINCIPAL DURBIN
Oh, Lynette, thank you. This means
the world to me.
Jack watches Greg as he crosses the finish line.
JACK
At least Greg lost. I wonder why
that dog went after him.
Sarika and Marcus approach Jack.
SARIKA
Because we made his clothes smell
like a decomposing animal carcass.
MARCUS
Dogs love the smell of a
decomposing animal carcass.
JACK
You did this?
SARIKA
Yeah, when I gave him a good luck
hug. I sprayed a chemical on his
back that dogs love. It's something
Marcus and I created in that lab.
JACK
And here I was thinking you didn't
like me?
We don't.

MARCUS

SARIKA
No, You're our least favorite
teacher.

31.
MARCUS
But Greg Miller is a worse human
being.
JACK
That's sweet. Okay, I won't get rid
of the secret lab.
SARIKA
Really? You're not joking.
JACK
But you can no longer go during my
class unless I kick you out. And
don't tell the other students about
this.
SARIKA
You got it, Mr. Griffin.
MARCUS
Thank you so much, Mr. Griffin. You
have no idea how much this means.
JACK
Marcus, stop talking.
Okay.

MARCUS

Coach Novak and the other racers point at Greg.
COACH NOVAK
There he is! I saw him with a gun.
Jeep police, arrest him.
POLICE OFFICER #1
We're just police. Don't call us
the jeep police.
Sorry.

COACH NOVAK

Colin sings as the police approach Greg.
COLIN
The jeep police
They live inside of your head
The jeep police
They come to me in your bed
The jeep police
Police, police

32.
INT. ART ROOM - DAY
Heather and Dan enter an empty classroom.
HEATHER
What are we doing here?
Dan picks up a polaroid camera from the desk.
DAN
Devin told me he saw the teacher
using this polaroid camera earlier
today to play pizza slap.
HEATHER
I love pizza slap.
DAN
Yeah, but I thought it be cool if
we used it to take a picture of the
two of us for my locker.
HEATHER
You want a picture of me in your
locker?
DAN
Yeah, it's only fair.
HEATHER
Yeah, sure, double Decker.
Dan aims the camera. FLASH. He takes an adorable selfie of
the two of them.
END OF ACT THREE

33.
TAG
INT. DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAY - DAY
Dan Decker opens his locker. Hanging in his locker is the
picture of him and Heather.
Jack and Lynette pass the locker as they walk by. They wear
matching Mud Hens baseball caps.
JACK
So, how's the Gladiator?
LYNETTE
Lovin' it. Jack. Lovin' it.
JACK
You going to let me drive it
sometime?
Nope.

LYNETTE

JACK
Come on, Lynette. Just let me drive
it once.
LYNETTE
Sorry, Jack. Get your own jeep at
next year's festival.
JACK
Oh, I'm going to jeep it so hard
next year. That Toledo Jeep Fest
won't know what hit it. Next year,
I will be crowned Jeep King.
END OF SHOW

